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Preface
Perhaps in the disgracefulness of war some people
more vividly understand the honorableness of peace.
It has been more than five decades since these ‘writs’
were conceived by a young mind straining for
adequate expression from a limited vocabulary. The
profound contradiction between theory and reality
weighed heavily on this young and, theretofore, naïve
mind.

It is truly a traumatic time for any thoughtful,
conscionable person to become aware, in the most
intimate ways, of the basic savage nature of humans,
the covert deceits of governments, the hideous
zealotry of religions, the profound ‘low life’ mentality
most of the human species is capable of.
Irrespective of the readers’ conception of the humans’
place and importance in the scheme of things, it is, at
best, all illusion of self-conceit.

As I reflect upon the century just nearing completion,
the unprecedented inhumanity of it, and witness the
insanity to which we plunge into this new coming
century, I felt compelled to open an old envelope
containing this manuscript.

Though not planned, it was best these ‘writs’
remained stored in the silence of an old footlocker for
these decades. Time has allowed those essential
refinements of perspective on the part of myself. I
now care not about my credibility as the world has
become aware of these dubious ironies of life:



1. The government never lies.
2. The news media is totally unbiased.
3. The credit bureaus have total credibility.
4. The internet only publishes facts.
5. And, denial is the perfect cure.

The publishing of these ‘writs’ is not with the rage
held at the moment of their conception. Rather, with
the intent of contributing to the evolution of mankind,
in its own small way, into a more mature and
spiritually intelligent creature.

Time has also allowed any jeopardy to others to
subside. New generations now plunge into the world
of events, preoccupied with their own
self-indulgences and priorities of self-conceit.
The dubiety of that time and place(s) is now made
trite by history and remembered through cosmetic
lenses.

In fact, the holocaust of Indo-China was an internal
and international genocide of millions of human
beings. Yet, it is only a small moment common to the
history and future of mankind.

Time, place and personality have been deliberately
treated with a lack of vividy in these ‘writs’. This is a
documentary and commentary applicable to all people
at all times. Only in this approach can these ‘writs’
maintain the integrity of a social-spiritual statement
for posterities.



Carbon Expendable and the Alpha Mega Writs
is essentially in its original form. The perspective of
the moment, long ago, was important to maintain.
Each word is deliberate, sacred and carefully
managed to respect the moment and those I
acknowledge as victims of that time and place. Treat
them with the reverence they deserve. Speed
readers are shallow. And, if you are offended by any
item of content, I do not apologize.

Ultimately, these ‘writs’ are an affirmation of the
potential goodness of each human. Our most
precious values and intentions in life are often
overcome by events; and, the good conscience within
us must persevere. However, only in facing ourselves
with ruthless honesty can our goodness be a quality
of authenticity and useful in the reality of daily life.

This is a truth I have found in my struggles to forgive
myself and to be a reasonably good person.

Clay Howard

The secondary preface
It is now the year 2020. Well over a half century has
passed since the original conception of this text. It is
decided I will not delete the original work. Yet, how
can one live a lifetime without being somewhat
inclined to clarify and modify the realities that must
be defined?
In this, be perfectly clear, I am and have always been
a devoted patriot of this fine republic and the
American constitution and a proponent of a



democracy that has integrity and respect for all
people.

As we enter the early years of this century it is
apparent that the institutions of education, from the
elementary to the universities and colleges, are a
bedrock of ignorance and relent upon not being
‘educators’, rather, relent upon designing the minds
of the young in a weak and illusional view of the past,
the world, life and of themselves.

This horrific reality compels me to make more effort,
less hesitation, in allowing this text to be published;
and, with extra effort to provide it to the global
community in every way possible.

Perhaps this poetic diary will, to some measure,
provide substance and encouragement to those few
who still want and aspire to have their own minds.

Clay Howard



1
The First Affirmation.

Carbon Expendable and the Alpha Mega Writs
1967

As life is quickened with sweet earth
And stands erect with senses,
Perceiving, with sight, the galaxies,
It is not for permanence nor restraint.

Yet, the finite moment each is lived
Has ambition long defined,
Complex, sublime, beyond the voice,
Whispering our course, far and faint.

And the past reveals the present
Not endowed with compliment,
As though life has come
From diverse regions of the universe.

Most inept.  All conceit.  Some far too gentle
For the ways of human kind,
Each resolved to repeat
The past, as though a curse.
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Of what we truly are
No human dares to face.
Of what we have been
No human has the honesty.

Raw and simple is our fate
Garnished with self-flattery,



Yet, how brief the time for our race
On the scene of mortal history.

It is not in-vain to be eccentric,
Aloof with sight too defined.
Such a voice is the greatest worth,
Totally defendable……….

Beyond the frivolity, atrocity of man,
In pursuit of thoughts and ways
That make us much more
Than carbon expendable.

To this eccentricity there is due cause
Which shall be confessed.
Yet, no more than any other day.
No more than any other war.
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Confessed not in hopes of repeal.
It does not lessen or console.
Only to declare in all redundancy
Those things in life we adore…..

Those thoughts of our platitudes,
Reminders of what we would like to be,
Those visions we would like to see
expressed beyond our mediocrity…..

when, in fact, all our yesterdays
are mundane as our today’s.
The smells of birth and death



Are of the same flesh…of the same
Joy and tragedy.

The sweet smell of a babys’ neck,
The aroma of honeysuckle at dawn,
A farm boys’ remembrance
Of musky, marvelous scents of old barns.

It is the adventure of new plowed sod
With visions of tall corn or white cascades of cotton;
The intimate joy of fireside evenings
Listening to elders spin their yarns.
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And what is more beautiful
Than a young woman’s breast
Being suckled by her infant child,
Her humming lullaby, the rockers’ creek.

There is no greater power
Than fathers and sons in the field,
No greater majesty than a moment
Atop an evenings’ mountain peak.

Yet, the shadows lie within us
Making night of a bright day.
And the night is so enduring
We have become nocturnal spirits.

We have lost our souls’ eye,
Aflight with blind senses,
Like bats,



And expect to preserve it.

Our ignorance, our religions, keep us blind,
Make us bigots,
Unholy savages of history’s
Greatest inhumanities;

And we search for peace
Afraid of finding it
Like billions of psychotics
Coping with our innate insanities.
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This is our truth
In spite of all our platitudes;
And, we will be no more
Than the least among us.

We are a common soul
And the screams of terror
From all our ruthless yesterdays
Haunt the dreams among us.

Perhaps the season comes
When we shed our shadows
To emerge a creature
More commendable;

But, for this, our moment,
The war within and among us
Is simply one to make us
No more than ‘Carbon Expendable’.
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The Alpha Mega Writs
The Gathering
Their faces were multi-colored bright
Under the crisp, blue-skied sun…..
Faces of many races
Flush with ripeness of youth.

They had come to fight
For reasons vague, undefined,
In unfamiliar places
For an illusive sense of truth.

A thousand black-bloused boots
Thundered from awkward silver birds,
Dancing in unison
On the hard-packed clay.

Five hundred dull domes
Crown cropped, clean heads
Of these well-drilled knights
As they made their way,

Full geared, buckled and armed,
Regimented columns of green,
Silent rectangles of cadence
Like small, chugging, animated trains.

These were the Alpha Mega,
Select of nations,
Nameless, without flag or sign,
Assigned to the rule that reigns,
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Cadence called, ranks defined,
The strange, accented voices bellowed
Clipped commands obeyed
By precisioned flocks of men.

They came from many differed lands,
From the Slavic and Netherlands,
From the cities of Rome and Greece,
Brown eyed boys from Alexandria,
Fair-haired British, Irish, Scots.

They came from the ancient cities of Africa,
The mountains of India, isles of the oceans.
There were men from down under
And from the Sub-arctics of Canada,
From the states of the Americas.

They were men of venture
Resolved for the Great Crusades
To free men of the iron hand;
Gullible patriots, innocent warriors,
Pawns of politics,
Unequaled in the field of war.

And, they were pleasant men,
Easy with laughter, easy with charity.
They were men of spirit
Cast upon wrong waters.
And, in each eye it was written,
Each knew they were adrift to oblivion.
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The Initiation
Hail to these, the Alpha Mega men,
Short-lived stars of night,
Ventured innocence, christened death
Rides the Ravens’ wing.

Dancing on the rim of time,
Events bathed in dubiety,
Lads march to illusion
And bare the reapers’ sting.

Hail to these, pure muscled wits,
Gallant of heart and mind,
Falling amid the nameless ferns,
Lying lifeless in the chilling dew.

And, to the mothers,
Some cry their final word.
Alas, still in part a child
As they pay the reapers’ due.

Left on the battlefield,
Forgotten by the world,
The alpha mega’s expendables
Become the earth again.

The sour sap of flesh
Glazes pools of flooded rice,
Tilted, swaying in the wind.
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Meat, earth and water
Pursue a casual chemistry
That melts the countless bodies
Back to earth again.

On a low dyke he sits alone,
The helmets’ band aches across his brow.
He shivers in the sun,

Studying, indifferent, the quiet smoldering
Of thick grass, torsos and packs,
grips and rubs the barrel of his gun…

grips tightly and rubs the barrel of his gun.

Thinking Regression
They laid together…a rigor mortis mix…
At peace as children and in death.
Only the prior moment made them foes.

Perhaps they had played hide and seek
Or chase the dainty butterfly
Or wondered how the firefly glows

Beneath a great starlit night.

Each had suckled their mothers’ breast.
Each had scented sweet smells of home.
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Now they share a common grave.
Almost gently their limbs entwine.
Only the living are left alone.

His eyes trace the battleground,
Recalling the volleys of early morn….
Tracers, thunder, the rattled cries of men

Chorused like impassioned phantoms
On the rice-blocked abattoir,
Challenged now by the wind

As though it were erasing all events,
Ignoring, denying it ever happened here…
And winning with each fleeting increment.

Adroit beyond all good challenge,
Beyond all desperate mortal whims,
It perishes the humans’ savage sacrament.
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Flies
The hum had its’ own rhythm,
Its’ own profound harmony
Hovered in the heavy air,
Strumming incessant, unrelenting,
With solitary tenors darting random
Then joining the swarming chorus
Of melodious baritone and base.

Canopies of fluorescent green
Covered the heat-rancored flesh.
Far to the horizon, deep into the timbers,
The flies feasted, laid neat columns of eggs
Across open, drying orbs of eyes.
Thousands of eyes.  Frantic, docile eyes
Awaiting the larvaes’ appetite.

He studied the changing colors
Of sunlight on the churning swarms….
An occasional bee and assorted butterflies,
Mosquitoes testing rust-red water,
Myriads of hard shelled beetles….
Colorful, daring dragonflies.
It looked like a random rain in the forest.
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Legal Murder
The man prayed, bowed and silent,
As the lead removed his face.
The assassin relit his cigarette,
Studied the twitching pathetic form,
Fired again and walked away.

Yesterdays’ Children
From the grapevine, the forked tree,
On a mound of tunneled dirt,
Carved by sticks and spoons…..

From all the quiet meadows
On Earths’ salty afternoons,

Once barefoot boys,
Who ran the rivers’ edge
And dammed the creeks with mud and stones

Now waste upon the landscape
As battles’ remnants of rags and bones.

13



Who is an Enemy?
The minds’ eye makes dragons
Without soul or tenderness,
Cold-blooded villains of earth
And we are knights of light.

Yet, behold the multi-headed serpent!
Many faces of innocence…
Pure in its’ own sense of sight.

To whom will we raise our sword?
The women who suckle child?
The quiet man tilling the field?

In the shadows and shades of grey,
Among the most human face and eyes,
Lies the greatest shield.

And, the guilt of uncertainty
Takes the greatest toll.

14



A Place on the Mountainside
The village was aflame in the rain.
Orange flicks of fire, faint in the mountains,
A warm beacon, silent in the monsoon roar.
Giant rivulets falling straight, unrelenting
In the lush, green breathless forest,
Motionless but for leaves yielding, bouncing,
Taking hits from liquid projectiles of the sky.
Fog-laced white, random among the ferns,
Limbs and mountainsides of sylphian olive greens.

The forest floor was a magic siphon
Where the sea of rain vanished,
Leaving only damp traces in thick pestled moss.
Through the timbers’ leafings
The village flames grew large, then small,
Then large again, as though a bellowed forge.

They marched onward.  Some choking in the rain
With a clearing throat now and then.
All were silent.  A simple orchestra,
Acoustical marching band of war
With the random beat of a thousand feet
Muffled on the soft timbers’ underlay.
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A chaotic rustle of fatigues and rain gear.

The flat, heavy metal patter of rain of helmets.
The harmonic breathing of force-marched men.



Like a great snake they coiled,
Circled and constricted upon the flaming borough,
Holding perimeter at the forests’ edge.
Steam gathered as the tips of flames
Consumed the clouds’ barrage.
Crackles, spews, crashing timbers,
Roar of fire, roar of rain intruded the mountain
silence.

They laid motionless.  Fire and rain subsided
In the late dank afternoon.
One man shifted to face the forest.
The other approached the broad span
Of circled heaps of amber coals,
The warmth of ashed homes.

To his right, in the distance, a trooper vomits.
They continue inward among the cindered circles,
Among the tools, crafted toys, laundry scattered.
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An occasional chicken.  A dog, wet and cowling.
The circle closes, each face pale and friendly.
Silent, expectant faces, unshaven, tired eyes.

Only the simple stock pens stood.
They gathered at the rails.

He followed, cautious by habit, reluctant.
A deep, pounding pain rose in his head.



Migraine rage, wordless repulsion, human disdain.
Pigs, cows, people piled together
Like garbaged refuse of war.

The flies were coming.  The rain was gone.
Into the night they carried the stiffened forms,
Without ceremony, to the circles of cinders.
Prying them apart, bound by blood and decay.
The infants, the mothers, the men…young and old.
All shared the crematory fires of the night.

Still, they were silent.
Like priests in solemn right of the dead,
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Offering to the dark sky with human carcasses.
Painfully weary, their movements sacredly slow.
The scorch, the roast, then the burst of flame
Preluded each rancored incense of melted flesh.

They slept by the warmth of the fires,
Woke to many hundred skeletons sleeping
In the beds of dying coals and ashes.
Bones seeming more alive without their flesh.
More acceptable.  Almost speaking.  Not content.

Boots were dried by the fires.
Socks,crisp and warm,
Eased the melancholy of the mind
Now eager to leave the circles of death…
Eager to obey the call to march.



He hungered for words, cursed his illiteracy,
Craved the antidote of expression for his rage.
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Escape Dream
He chased a songbird in his dreams,
A graceful long bird
Gliding above the stream,

Touching the water
With its wings….
A brilliant white bird
Of blue-tipped wings.

White silhouette on the balm
Of hazy forests of fog,
Lifting lightly in the hushed morn’.

And, the song was in the waters’ flow
Rhythmed to the songbirds’ stride,
Fluted by its’ wings’ strokes on air.

A harmonic chorus of violins
Is in the tailwind of its’ flight,
Strumming resonant melodies
Of baritone rhapsodies.



He moves in stride, in rhythmic pace,
Aflight upon the briskened air
Until abreast and fixed upon the songbirds’ eye
And sees himself, face to face.

19
Dragonfly
A new bird was on the scene.
It was a dragonfly morning.
In faint, early light, lead-blue fog,
Silent haze cast on olive landscapes;

And, the dragonflies rested in formation,
Poised in anticipation,
Ready for their ‘revolutions’
That take them to the sky.

In the west, the still dark crest,
Flickered white and orange artillery
Flashed against the mountain drapes.

And. The dragonflies rested in formation
Nearly touching wings in anticipation,
Ready for those revolutions
That take them to the sky.

The popping clap of dragonflies
Filled the early morning air
With cargos of Alpha Mega men.



They took formation
To an outward destination.
Soon, they break the mountains,
Weaving low among the apexes,
Two abreast, over and under.
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Below, the puff and shudder
Of cannon dot the ridges
Like round quivers of earthened thunder.

Through the foreglass
They see the tracers pass.
Soon the dragonfly ahead
Spins about in flame,
But, still, the dragon-fliers came.

From each range of hills,
Tracing fire filled the air and sky;
And, in the distance, silver birds
Scrafed the hills aflame.

Alas, through the mountains to rolling hills,
Into meadows, the dragon-fliers came,
Hovering in rocking rhythms.

As a great, boisterous birthing field
For dragonflies
Young men poured outward and to the ground.

Now, feather light, of empty womb,



They darted upward, veering,
To the refuge of the sky,
Leaving their nestlings earthen bound.
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Along the river of morning glories,
A vinuous maze of riparian weaving,
They wait for night.

The honeydew night,
Sweet from high mountain air,
Laying sensual on the forest and meadow,

Reflecting a golden cast of early moonlight,
Christening tree-frogs and crickets
With the vigor of early serenades.

And, here the ancient sighs
Breathed by men of every age and time,
Preparing to face other men….
The chilling moment of pre-regret,
Of pity of self and of unwanted foe.

Yet, the least savage moment of war,
When each feels the others’ breath,
Each looks the other in the eye,
Each dies a little too,
In their adversary’s death.

Here, men are least dangerous



When intimate with their deed.
Of such moments there is no pride,
No detachments or indifference….
Only the quiet mourning for those who lost
And a life of living with the guilt of victory.
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Here, boys become men least understood,
Too wise for common reasoning.
Thereafter they walk alone in their own mind,
Within only themselves, even in their own land,
Doomed to simply tolerate

The frivolous, spoiled, violent ways of human kind.

And, it began with a quiet calm,
As though rehearsed, in a natural breath,
When eyes look into another
With unspoken commitment
Of life and death…..

Joined in a most intimate moment,
As ones’ body opens to the night air
In a warm stench muted by screams,
Groans primeval, animally pathetic.
And, he who lives stands alone,
Waiting for the next dance,
Beckoning with a parched dry call,
Hot with a strange, salving flow
Of strength and thirst,
Knowing that to not draw the next blood
Is to be the giver of the blood.



Sour sweat is smelled, breath is hard.
The silk of hair, texture of cloth,
Sounds of movement of leaves and dirt,
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The clashes of bodies, metal and wooden stocks.
And, again, one body opens to the night air
In a warm stench of intestine and fresh blood;
And, the blade lunges and twists
More to be kind and quick,
And the boots stamps
As an act of harsh mercy,
Crushingly, upon the helpless skull,
Driving brains through cracking bone.

And, the thirst continues,
Quickened by a primordial juice of power,
Savage, uncaring of codes and judgment,
Relent upon only the drink,
As though in relentless rhythm,
He moves, searches for the next.

In wild, unhesitant, unconsciable
Lashing of blade, fist and body,
His soul abandoned, life on earth abandoned,
Conceding to his moment of death;
Yet, resolved to a savage death by taking life,
As much as the moment will allow.

His soul whimpers and cries
At the contradictions within him
As he is what he does not want to be.

24



The rhythm is compelling,
Commanding exhausted muscle.
Uniforms mingle together
In tangles of texture, color and tone
And vine and grass
With patches of human flesh and parts
In clusters of brush, wild weed and moss.

Shots blast random,
Near, then the length of the valley,
Filled by moments of silence,
Then single, then rapid bursts, here and there,
The night is light in glaring flashes
Of rifle fire, a grenade, then soft moonlight.

In an instant,
Tenured by many voices of rage and agony
And cursings to gods and men and the mother of
men.

And, the powder-smoke chokes the valley
In blue-white fog tinted by a silver moon,
Until long after dawn, lost in a gentle breeze.

He sits on his knees, trembling,
Muscles cramp in rupture.
His heart pounds loudly.
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A cold sweat, while counting the layers of stone
In a nearby cliff along the river.



Nameless swallow-birds make mud-nests
On the sheer stone shelter above.
The steady flow of water coursing
Over mud-shoals, whirling in the bends,
As he looks for his helmet,
Pulling helmets from the dead.
Angry they did not fit.
Angry someone had his.
Angry no one knew or cared.

He walked on bodies. They rolled under foot,
gurgled, spurted fluids.  His lungs ached.
He looked into their eyes, their dry sunken eyes, And
felt he had lost something from within himself,
knowing he felt nothing looking into them.
With the toe of his boot he forced mouths closed
And hated all of them for dying and hated
The eagerness of the flies.

His waist was hot, sickening, painful.
Fingers trembled, feeble at buttons.
A large intestine looped out
Through a long jagged hole,
Blue-grey, traced with black-dried blood.
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He poked it back through the hole,
Held it with his hand, dry heaved,
Took a helmet ill-fitted
And walked toward the hill-lines,
Following the cow-trail meandering of others
Toward the popping roar of awaiting drangonflies.



And, those who rode did not look back….
Those few who rode did not look back.
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A post-meadow prayer
Lay me down
Proud soldier
Quietly.

Sit in your camp
By lonely fires



Thinking
Of a home somewhere,
A woman
A child
A friend….
The strong and kind hand
Of a father
Touching,
Holding,
Scolding.

Lay me down proud soldier,
Quietly,
On the ground ,
under the same stars,
remembering
the smell of sassafras,
fishing holes,
hideouts,
home-songs,
the sweet home grace
of a mother cooking,
consoling,
smiling.
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Lay me down
Proud soldier,
Quietly,
In the field of war
Wondering,
As I am falling,
Of love,



Of home,
Of life.

Firefly
Across the starlit sky
A dark-winged phantom flies
Silent, quick, predatory flight.

Circling wide for the dive,
Its’ roar dragging far behind,
It dashes for the earth-bound prey.

A rumbling crackle silences the forest.
Long, rolling coils of flame
Churn across the nearby landscape.

Incineration, desecration, firefly.
Mechanical dragon revived from myth,
Drug from demonic visions of human minds.
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The dragon swoops above its’ prey
Belching orbs of fire unrelent….
The cinder-maker of mere mortal life.

Like meteors leaving earth,
Ground cannon pound the sky
In search of the heartless drangons’ flight



And night is alive with pellets of fire
Darting prolific, blindly, obedient,
Leaving yellow-violet trails grid-worked
On the night.

A Nursery Rhyme
Hold the children,
Hold them close,
Feel their need for love.

The storms of war
Are not their making,
Nor what they should be dreaming of.

Tell them stories
Sweet and tender,
Sing them lullabys…..

All of heroes
Kind and gentle,
Touching the minds like butterflies.
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Make them men
Great in spirit
And manhood more engendered,

That they may measure
A life of worth
By a peace that lasts and lingered.



The Irony of a Gods’ Will
He watched the knelt figure,
A big, stocky man in olive fatigues.
Slightly hidden in the powder smoke
And cloudy early light.

The man knelt awkwardly.
His thick, short legs ill equipped
For earth and his broad waist;
And, his pants were too tight.

A young mans’ body lay
Straight and stiff on the grass.
The man prayed, touched here and there
Across the dead chest and face.

He studied the thick priest
Who mumbled and motioned stoically…
Telling his god what to do and why
With a solemn sort of pace.
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It was the next month.
He found the priest
Stretched straight on the ground
With a hole in his head.

A certain sad humor crossed his mind
As he crossed the priest here and there



And mumbled in a solemn sort of pace
“guess your god wanted you dead”.

The way it really is….all conjurances aside
“There are no gods in the trenches,”
The huge man stated
Matter of factly,
Simple and exactly,
As he lit an old, used cigar.

“Look around this ancient land,”
He continued with wave of hand,
“temples all over the place,
The history of an ancient race
Praying like crazy one day
Then blowing each other away.”

“You are no better, nor am I.”
He looked me straight in the eye….
Stern, honest, sincere.
Yet, with absolutely no elegance.
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“Religion has no relevance
To the greater spirit of men.
If it did, wars would end.

It’s that simple boy,”
The man quipped with subtle joy.
“we’re a conceited, ignorant creature
Assuming a lofty station



But the truth is a revelation
That knocks us down to size.
Those who wake-up can be wise
If they ponder it long enough.
A waste though.
Who in the goddamn world
Would listen to that kind of stuff.”
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Kids killing Kids
How do we define the purpose of our time?
And, how do we justify our demise of each soul?

As the youth of our moments take each others’ life,
how do we justify the savagery and the toll?

And, to see and recall the faces, the eyes,



The expressions of the moments of their
demise,
Holds, indelibly, in the realm of the mind
What futility and ignorance is in the human kind.

That we would vanquish another soul
for something undefined,
held aloof, in platitude, of a human being….

Lost.  Its potential and contribution, now ended,
Is a loss to all, a failed moment for what was
intended.
And, he thinks of these things as he ends each life.
Remorse is more than he can endure, but perseveres.
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And, his hope is to endure through his years…
Doubting it, all the time.
Denying this is his greatest fear.

Realism and Mind-bends
He had learned to see
With tireless, hollowed eyes,
Lived and felt an eternal now.

All people were faceless forms
Replaceable.
Anywhere, anytime,
Transient energy passing by,



Nothing changed, illusion,
Just cosmetics for the day,
A fragile, hopeless effort

For something of continuance,
Vanishing by the moment,
Hurried on its’ way by circumstance.

And, each shadow-life
A victim of one another,
Enduring the perpetual intercourse
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Of a grand interplay
Savagely, flawlessly, miserly
Relent on restitution.

Yet, thoughtless nerveless.
Cold as the shadows of space,
Crowding close, caustically to all.

Dreading Those Rare Idle Times.
Idle times were troubled times,
Not good times for a thinking mind.
Idle times were memory times….



Vivid, loud, cold-blooded times.

Idle times were desperate times
When little pointless things were done
And sometimes undone to be redone.

Idle times were rare, dreaded times….
An oasis with bad water,
Times to nurse rotten feet,
Galling, insect bites, boils….
Things unnoticed at other times.
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Idle times were reflective times,
To look at ones’ hands
And know what they had done,
To feel a damaged soul.

These were times when minds were angry
At life, at self, at all ignorant men….
Times of regret and fear of what tomorrow brings.

Defending the War Children
How to endure the hatred of children.
Their smile does not hide their eyes.
Their silence is not respect or fear;
Nor is it the awe of curiosity.



They are not to see your back,
The children who have nothing more to lose
And have no dreams beyond the day.
There are no children in such times…
Just young bodies with old minds
Untutored with overview,
Just following example.
Pursing simple needs,
Repeating what is heard,
Knowing no different, no better,
Full of empty spaces where loves are lost.
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No Pretense of Dignity
She weeps and cries the voice of grief.
Her infant, cradled in one arm,
Breathes the rattled song of hunger-death.
Her youth has perished,
Leaving traces of beauty
In her face and hands,
As gnats form a halo
In the warm sunlight.

And her eyes look into him
With no pretense of dignity,
Long lost in the aimless anarchy of war.



What is Mercy….a moment of Regret
Melted fleh is stuck to the ground.
The ash of clothing patterns raw meat.
They sit, lay, in solemn silence…
Some melted to each other,
Awaiting the slow death
Now so deeply welcomed,
As spoken in their solemn eyes,
Those eyes of children
Saying nothing, yet telling all….
Saying nothing, yet telling all.
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And he weeps like dry heaves.
No tears, only weeping
As he passes by,
Knowing their plea of silence,
Ashamed he does not answer
With a bullet through their heads.
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Mind-opening at High Cranny
Prelude
Where upon these animated forms
Does life begin and end,
And why when with each creature born
Should there be such fire within?

To much the flame, too dear the blaze,
The brilliance of the human flicker
Casts lines and shadows
To frame the forms of men.

S if unspoken codes of honor
In the struggle of final breath,
Unyielding defiance fills their veins,
The rage of injustice flushes their face.



The deceit of youth disappears
As those springtime features fade,
Leaving the candor of age in their eyes
As they leave the human race.

1.
In the high country,
Just above the clouds,
No angels soared
Or pricked the harp.
Here the land grew desolate
In barren gnarls of stone
And the winds whined in rushes…
Cold, bleak and sharp…
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Cutting blisters on naked flesh,
Tattooing red and blue
Sinews veins
On young, tired skin.

Yet, the night sky was hollowed,
Crisp, clean and clear,
Displaying proud splashes of stars
Admired by the most callused men.

And there are heights beyond the eagle
Beyond the gallant heart.
There are moments beyond forgetting,
Implanted vivid in the human bone.

Ill-gotten legions



Face the universe,
Frail in their measure of might,
Finite among the planets’ stone.

Here and there cross the mountains
The lonely wavering vulture circles
And they followed its flight
As a trail in the sky.

And, now, on the the high-crannys’ bleak stone
The red fluid mixes, mingles, blends,
Blackened to the air and sun.
Lain in some fashion of a still-life art
Stiff corpses are fixed in rigid pose.
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Like a great ballet has just ended
And each dancer waits the curtains’ close,

It was no analogy or metaphor,
Or rehearsal.  A drama played impromptu,
Financed by people of Earth.

No encore.   No applause.
Today was its first and final run.

Yet, somewhere, a late light burned
Until the paperwork was done.

!!.
An art-form is in the visions eye



And, to some, there is an art to death
As limbs scramble in twists and turns….

Align in impressionist symmetry,
Mimicking a winter forest
Of defoliated trunks and limbs…
Some loose, flapping in the winds….

Like a bleak, stoic form of imagery.

Yet, an art of illusion,
Tricking into reality
Those who pose upon the scene…..
Those who once played war with sticks.
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Now they need not fuss
Over who is victor or vanquished
Or who will choose sides next
Of which scrap-board fort to fix.

Impressionistic Breeding
Even in the evenings’ thunder’
muffled thuds of artillery,
the children play…..
sired by some nights’ love and passion.

And in their seeding
Is the wind of random,
Swirling across the fertile womb….



Quickened life in the same impressionistic Fashion.

Yet, there is a certain spirit
Invisible to the vesseled eye,
Resolute at first lifes’ spark,
That makes each a certain type of creature.

Thus, among poverty comes financial dynasty,
From all opportunity comes failure,
From the most loving is reared the most savage.
Such is the fateful course of the feature.
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High Cranny Dance
Here, among the high-cranny,
The wind clarinets on slightest reed,
Flutes upon the faintest jetting.

The shifts and gusts design
Fresh notes and melodies
As though a change of fretting.

Mingled among the resonance,
The dull thunder of mortars
Counter-beat the rifles crack.

Drum rolls of rapid firing
Echo across shear mountain faces,
Peppered with faint acoustics of flack.

He felt the rhythm of the drama,



His mind high, far away,
Watching his body far below.

And, each was to his own dance.
Some shy and reluctant,
Some crawling, cautious, slow.

Yet, some were flamboyant, ruthless,
Leaving a wake of bone and flesh
Poised in ruptured displays of art.
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In whatever manner of their dance
And to whatever end entailed,
Each little sapien played his part.

And, he knew, by some faint wisdom,
No true plan or script was writ
For any mortal man.

It is pure anarchy of the day
And use of his implanted features
Each is dealt his hand.

No Religion is of a God
There is no single guilt,
Nor is it lessened as it is shared,
Nor excusable as tradition.

Deep in the sapien vein



The options lie in every moment
And the common choice is sedition.

Whether mosque or temple or church
Or loner under the palm,
Young and old are sincere hypocrisy.

Deceiving only themselves
While all the universe
knows their mediocrity.
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No religion is of a god.
No doctrine is of divine design.
No absolutes are implanted
In any religious line.

Frail, insecure, fearful creatures
Struggle to comfort their plight,
Inventing conjurances of deities
On the canvass of the night.

Tenacious ignorance overrides
The universal voice within.
So the savage wars of bigotry
Are the legacies of men.

With certainty, engraved in history,
Indelible to all pious effort,
The fact still remains.

The greatest atrocities of man,



All ruthlessness of yore and now,
Lies in his religious veins.

Religion survives on oppression,
Not liberty,
Not true intelligence.

It holds its fold
With fear and babble,
Possessive with diligence.
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It has suppressed more genius,
Crucified more enlightenment,
Buried more authenticity,

Imposed more inequity,
Fostered more self-conceit,
Mortared more rigidity

Than all the sunsets,
Embraces of true love
And waves of seas could ever
Wash away.

And, religion can deny religion.
It can be a simple belonging,
Whether gangs in the streets
Or those bonded by common cause,

By nations, race, by educated arrogance,



By all our layers a ‘belonging’
Exclusiveness is the unwritten clause.

And, the more we belong to ‘ologies’
Then less we belong to life,
The less free and commendable….

The less value those different have,
Until, as all history attests,
They are no more than Carbon Expendable.,
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A momentary Death at High Cranny
The high cranny night
Was a wooing melody
Of the winds cold howl
And the moaning of men

As frost-bite gnawed at wounds,
Sober men held their own mouths,
Trembling in chill and pain,
Dying alone in the night.

Fumbling thru the darkness,
Friend and foe passed by,
Some delirious, shocked night-stalkers
Allowed to pass

As though now sacred men
Whose minds were in a lofty place
Led by unseen spirits….



Insanely aware of another world….

Until fresh, early light
Shown upon enemies mingled.
Now, hand in hand, across the mountain,
The day was a clash of little men.
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Somewhere in the roar of cannon,
The sting of speeding dirt,
He had lost his body

And drifted to a dark place
Where his own calm voice
Spoke in the tone of a stranger.

He drifted among the craters of the moon,
Glancing back to the green-blue earth,
Saddened, inspired by its fragile beauty.

And, the moon took him to its core
As though a gate to another side of things,
Splendid, a great golden sun

Waiting, pulling with the speed of thought,
And, it too, gateway to another light
Of colors unknown to the mortal eye.



There was not time, no course of before
Or after, only a moment in itself;
And, he saw the origin and course of mankind,
Many billions, in many ways….

Sickened by the finite thought,
The mere flicker of human consciousness
Used in the mind of flesh
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And an all-powering thought
Stabbed ruthless into him
Of how accountable all things are
Unto themselves.

He heard the rattle of his breath,
Felt the struggle of his lungs,
The pain of limbs locked in sleep.

His numb fingers gouged at caked blood
In his mouth and nose.
Sound poured into his cracking ears.

He laid quiet in the sun,
Moving, first, his fingers and toes,
Relishing the warm surges of blood.

The sun was high as he stood
And random patches of steam
Still rose from excreting bodies.
Across the mountain slopes,



Wedged in every jetting,
Laced in tangled parts and pieces.

Men of every race of earth
Now cluttered the broad landscape.
To his high mind,
He now knew was there,
He cursed his rage.
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Moment on an Apex Mind-crossing
He had studied the old man,
Watched him meander among the stones
And finally sit alone on a high cranny apex,
Holding long stares at the blue sky.

They soon sat together in silence.  It was sunset.
The skyline was below and all around them.
Mountains were aflame with orange sunlight.
Early stars glistened in the darkened east.

He wept in this great cascade of early night,
As if given clarity by his own weeping,
He felt a great pity for human kind….

Knowing the great lie of their religions,
Whimpering desperation of their plight;
Yet, denying their innate desperation
While aware of their frail sliver of intelligence,
Their dire need to feel significant.



He came to understand their destiny,
Like the distant stars, the depths of space,
To become too mature for their little gods,
Too intelligent for their little nations and kings And
governments and their little selves.
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He could see every spirit of life
Becoming their own masters,
Big enough, within, for the task of peace,
Each fragment of this great mystery governed by a
disciplined ‘self’,
On the crest of omniscience,
Attuned to the sanctity of life.

And, he felt as though he sat in a grand temple
Of the universe, frail but mighty,
Consumed by despair, aflame with vision,
Denouncing our ignorance yet inspired
By the destiny of things.

And he knew this grand ‘thing’, this Creator,
Was too much to be pursued,
Too incredible for the flicker of human consciousness.

In all he now saw of life,
It only humbled him, in awe of it all.
He could see the Creator in a handful of dirt,
In every particle of infinity,
In every creature, great and small.
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Omega of this ‘Early War’

It was a quiet day.
A few craft idled on the runway.
Here and there small groups boarded,
No pageantry, no farewells.

The unmarked birds lumbered skyward,
Heading to different places
In secret ways.

He sat among the boxes and crates,
Looking landward at the odd, rounded,
Weaving patches of rice and forests,
The vinuous meandering of rivers,
The patchy delta lakes, then open sea.

He felt old and spiritually heavy,
Weighted down.
He watched a squadron of ‘troop-birds’
Through the portal, in formation,
Marked, loaded with young men,
Heading for the patchy delta lakes,
The vinuous meandering of rivers,
And rounded, weaving patches
Of rice and forests.



He could now see
The early war had ended.
The public war begins.
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And, he wondered at their innocence,
The childness hidden  within them,
The sweetness subdued by drills and peers,
Tenderness sedated by installed pride
And survival.

Alas, what had they been told,
And believed?

What goodness is now forfeited
In the once quiet virtues of their minds?

Vaguely aware of the aircrafts engines,
He measured, by his own math,
The loss to the world
Those troop-birds held.

And, what affliction will they commit
Upon others , mutually ignorant?
The night is upon them
Though the sun is high.

And, where the sounds of war
Are not heard
People feast with laughter
And remain far to ignorant and small,



Indifferent to the inhumanity
Not so far away.
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The Politic
Yes, it was another world.
The airfield was paved.
Cargo sat on well organized pallets.

People went about their tasks,
Sat casually in the shade.
All was fine, indifferent,
As he walked behind an escort
With only a pale green duffle on his back.

A rude, cocky lad with bars
On his clean-clad shoulders
Sat behind his desk
With paperwork to be signed….

Irritated that each word was read,
Agitated there was caution,
No quick obedience.

And, the papers were simple lies
He must sign
But he must decline to sign.

And, as he declined its lies
He felt the incarceration of rebellion,



The defiance so deep within himself,
With no eloquence with words,
No defense to justify itself.
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Only those from somewhere
Relieved him of his persecution,
Not knowing to this day…not wanting to be known.

The Other World
Civies, a ticket, cash.
Flying high with tanned, indifferent folk.
There was plastic on simple foods,
Words of polite platitudes.

It landed in a smog’
Of a city of diversity,
A place of silent adversity.

And, he meandered through its maze,
Until out into a desert haze,
Slept quiet beside the roads,
His voice now hoarse and impaired
By something no one ever knows.

A trucker provides a ride
And he sits quietly to the engines hum.



Calibrating his simple mind
To whatever rationing it may find.
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And, he concedes to himself
To oblige this new world
And what may befall’’’’’

“In all that is said and pretended,
It is only life, after-all”.
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The Postludes
Why upon the blessed brain,
Or why upon the mystic mind
Is there a place for memory
Lest it be for wisdoms.

To its’ lens of clarity
We praise such mortal gift
And lend it all weight of parody
To serve each flash of day.

Yet, for these greatest wisdoms
Etched from our darkest hours,
We name this gift of memory an evil curse
Sent to haunt our course of night.

And we are told to forget
As though our remembrances
Make the ignorant uncomfortable,
Reminders that not all is well with us.

In all walks and ways of life
The human shuns the truth of itself,
A conceited embarrassment
Indulging in its fleeting moment
Of incompetence.
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To be told to forget is overt treachery
And to forgive is memory’s greatest tragedy…
The cowards’ bastion!

The Scope of Guilt
How quick our tools of death
Work upon the mortal vessel
And how creative the minds
Of our wars’ inventors.

How proper the notes and dealings
Of those who market savage goods
In the halls of politics and mentors.

We who use their toys are awed
At how well they make us die
Making gallant men,
The vast innocent, fruitless.

Yet, what joy in these trinkets
To those who punch the makers’ clock,
Those, the dense, ignorant, ruthless.
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Yes, the laborer of the factory,
Toiling at his or her dark task,
As a gullible patriot against some adversary.

And mostly, for those dear mortal needs
Which make them no more than we,,
A simple kind of mercenary.

Who among us can feast well
If we must only forge the plow
And reap the meager risks of planting?

The prosperity of war sedates
The higher mortal consciousness
With giftings more enchanting.

Who among us, of any nation,
Will walk away in favor of peace
And the dignity of it?

Until we do, with all our platitude
And all our sense of righteousness,
We are still our greatest hypocrite.
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To Define a Human
Consciousness is not intelligence;
Nor civilized the same as sane.
Glorified men have been mere primates
While, perhaps, the ape reveals the human vein.

With certainty, when the mind is opened,
It hears the Creators’ toll
That the human is not a creature,
But the manner of any creature’s soul.
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Where are the Heroes?
The tide of time has risen
And it is true
There are countless heroes among us,
Living each day in valor
And in most simple ways.

Those labors of love and pride
Amid the complexity of life
And the treachery of politic and power,
Endured relentlessly,
With valor even unknown unto themselves.

Not only in the fields of war
But among those who fight,
Most innocent, and suffer the day,
Overcome the crimes of life;
Those who serve for meagerness,
Labor both by day or night
In the fields and streets of earth.

They are uncountable, nameless
In the halls of history;
Yet, precious men and women
Who give simple sanity
To the insanity of things.
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Flowers Still Bloom

It was a long winter
But flowers still bloom
With the shouts of color,
Sweet pixen spirits of life.

The loud, ceaseless rage
Becomes a background roar
Subdued by springtime songs of birds
Eager to build and birth

Fresh turned sod smells sweet
In the quiet meadows and gardens.
Children and lambs roll
In new, baby-green grass.

The universe carries on
With absolute indifference.
Its’ course of change and balance
Resolute, beautiful, limitless.

It is in the purest stone, perhaps,
That the universe hails its’ greatest peace,
Quieted beyond carbon,
Content upon the atoms’ light and sound-song.
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Men continue the conceit of importance,
Presume special attention of invented gods,
As yet too small for the great humility
That makes them one with things.

And, the perceiver is deeply moved
By how profoundly men try;
Yet, how profoundly they succeed and fail.
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Affirmations

Like most people who have been blessed with a
long life, something denied to many, there is this
voice within us that demands we share whatever
values we have gained.

And, to this demand, I share these thoughts with
you.

● Life is a marvelous mystery and gift. In its’
brevity there is no time for despair.

● The worth of our life is not measured by how
much we have done; rather, by how well it was
done.

● The real strength in life is not measured by
possession; Rather, by how much we have been
able to do without. There is a wide abyss
between wants and needs.
● Be master of yourself. Never allow a
religion, politic, or any group of piers to be your
master. Think beyond the fervor of things. To
follow the herd for fear of being with the herd only
makes you sheep.
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● Look deeply and sincerely into the spirit of
all you meet. In all truth, the most luring things
can be our demise while the crudest earthenware
can hold the sweetest wine.
● Relax. With certainty, selflessness and
sacrifice for the sake of others is commonly not
understood or remembered. A life will usually be
remembered with misinterpretation and for less
than it really was.
● It is always good to be cautious with
decisions. It takes a ‘thousand that-a-boys’ to
equal one ‘oh no’.
● Every generation starts anew. It is a blank
page, with no history or hindsight. It is totally
self-indulgent and focused only upon the fulfillment
of the moment. It is, therefore, the greatest
accountability that each generation be held in
restraint by the generations preceding them. Much
is to be learned before the captain hands the wheel
to others in the turmoil of the night. From politic
to the workplace, immature ignorance will prevail if
in the management of youth.
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● A mother and father are the essential balance
provided by the absolute laws of nature.
Without this balance the youth are adrift. A
society that loses this focus will lose itself.



● ‘Progress’ is measured by what we have
preserved….not in what we have destroyed.
Without a firm hold upon the past, its’
principles and mistakes, those things that give
substance to the present, there is no keel in
the flow of events, no sail turned to the winds,
no skill in the guidance of the moment.

● With certainty, there is no wisdom that does
not guide itself by hindsight and the tales of
elders by the campfires of the night. Rare but
precious are the youth who listen.
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